
Dear Parent,

Greetings!

We hope everyone is safe, healthy and happy.

This is the weekly planner for the third week. We will be sharing some interesting 
worksheets,  rhymes,  stories and a few fun activities for the children.

Shape: Triangle

Colour: Blue

Theme: My Family

Concept: Big and Small

Value: 3 Magic Words (Sorry, Please and Thank You)

Let us all sing along : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5RUzkySseE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5RUzkySseE


Topic: My Family

 Talk to your child about different members in the 
family. 

 Make them aware of the roles played by each 
member. 

Let’s sing along :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uq734_nZ7Eo

Prayer helps family members bond with one another and 
create a sense of family unity.

“The family that prays together, stays together. “

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_g76phMf5E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uq734_nZ7Eo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_g76phMf5E


MY FAMILY
This is my mother.

Who helps me at play. (raise first finger)
This is my father.

Who works all day. (raise second finger)
This is my brother.

So strong and so tall. (raise third finger)
This is my sister.

Who likes to play ball. (raise fourth finger)
And this is me.

I’m happy to say (extend thumb)
Together our family

Kneels down to pray. (close fist)

Little hands at work:
Materials required: Passport size photos of all the 

family members (Please include your pets also)

Ask mummy to put some paint on one of your hands
and help to take a handprint ( on the worksheet 

attached at the end of the plan). Place your hand within 
the given outline and wait for it to dry. Now paste the 
photographs of your family members on each finger tip 

of the handprint. Isn't it beautiful ?



Topic: Triangle

Let’s sing along!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JY7AtoDaIvk

Let’s practice tracing:

Children to trace the triangle using a ribbon.
(To be done on the worksheet attached at the end of the plan.)

Materials required: Ribbon of any colour, a pair of scissors and glue 
stick.

Mummies please cut the ribbon into 3 pieces according to the size 
of the sides of the triangle  then ask your ward to stick the ribbon 
on it.

Let’s go hunting:

Open your toy box and 
hunt for the things 
which are in triangle 
shape (blocks, puzzles, 
beads etc) and collect 
them in your mystery 
bag.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JY7AtoDaIvk


Little Chefs at work:

Now is the time to make something yummy for our 
tummy:

We will make a triangle Parantha pizza!

What do we need ?
Triangle parantha, ketchup and cheese,

salt, pepper and some vegetables.

Mummies to help make a triangle - shaped parantha.
Children, it’s your turn now. Take some ketchup and 

spread it on the parantha, add some vegetables, 
pepper and some salt to taste,top it up with lots of 

cheese.
Your triangle parantha pizza is ready to eat! 

Yummy in my tummy 



Hey! Have you seen a BLUE FOX ? 

Sit together and listen to this story, ‘The Blue Fox’ and find 
out how the fox turned blue?

• Look at the video and answer these questions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93O3cHJCCz8

1) Who started chasing the fox? (The dogs)

2) What colour did the fox turn into? (Blue)

3) What did the fox say to the animals of the jungle? (I will 
be the king of the jungle)

4) What did the fox see in the pond? (His reflection)

5) Who was howling? (A pack of foxes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93O3cHJCCz8


Now it is time to be a little creative!

Craft activity:

Materials required: Paper, googly eyes (optional), 
crayons/paint, glue, scissors, tape and a stick.

Let’s start!

Take a paper and cut it into 1 big triangle and 2 small 
triangles.  Colour/paint the triangles brown. Stick the googly 
eyes and stick a small black circle for nose. Now paste the 
small triangles behind so that they look like the ears. The last 
step is to paste this on the stick and your fox is ready!



It’s Raining Blue!

Let’s experiment:
Drop some blue paint with a help of a dropper in a transparent 

bowl/glass filled with water and let’s see what happens.

Get ready to sing a rhyme! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6NTwAGbdTA

Note: Please find the worksheet attached at the end of the 
plan.

Activity 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6NTwAGbdTA


Theme: Big and Small

Fun activity: 

Let’s sort this!

• You would require two bowls for sorting 
(big and small) and 1 bowl filled with both 
daal and rajma.

• Place a seed of each pulse on the child’s 
palm for him/her to observe and compare 
the size of the two pulses.

• Ask the child to sort and put the big pulse 
(rajma) in the big bowl and the small pulse 
(daal) in the small bowl.

• Hope you enjoy this activity 



Magic words are a part of good manners. The use of magic words 
with your children at home will raise helpful and grateful adults. 
They’ll always be respectful. These words allow them to interact 

with their peers effectively.

Let’s sing along:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpcM-vE_swg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpcM-vE_swg


Fun Activity: Take a hand 
print within the outline of 
the hand and stick 
pictures of the family 
members.  Decorate the 
heart using sequins, 
buttons etc. and paste it 
on the hand print.





Colour the objects


